Abstract: Lip-syncing is a process of speech assimilation with the lip motions of a virtual character. A virtual talking character is a challenging task because it should provide control on all articulatory movements and must be synchronized with the speech signal. This study presents a virtual talking character system aimed to speeding and easing the visual talking process as compared to the previous techniques using the blend shapes approach. This system constructs the lip-syncing using a set of visemes for reduced phonemes set by a new method named Prophone. This Prophone depend on the probability of appearing the phoneme in the sentence of English Language. The contribution of this study is to develop real-time automatic talking system for English language based on the concatenation of the visemes, followed by presenting the results that was evaluated by the phoneme to viseme table using the Prophone.
INTRODUCTION
The most natural way to conveying the ideas of the personality of a virtual character is through the speech. Therefore, the researchers focus on the visual speech methods to represent the interaction between the virtual character and human's behavior. However the speech is not composed of sounds, but also many emotions, facial expressions and the corresponding articulatory movements. All of these corresponding provide an important impact on the credibility of the virtual character. If the virtual talking is not conducted smoothly or the lip synchronization does not match the sound that means the human will find awkward animation.
Talking is commonly represented as a sequence of phonemes. Each phoneme can be associated with a viseme (i.e., the visible shape of the vocal articulators with the lips, teeth, tongue, jaw and cheeks). All talkers have influenced the production of a given phoneme but not all visible, therefore different phonemes may be associated with the same viseme. In facial animation, the talking animating events previously created each viseme. Later, they concatenate the visemes according to the talking they want to animate using interpolation schemes. So, manual speech animation is tedious and a waste of time. Therefore, a lot of efforts in automatic approaches have been employed for synchronizing the talking (Schuller et al., 2013) .
The visual talking can be divided to cases according to the way of the input speech and the articulatory movements. In the first case of phoneme to viseme mapping, the input text, or audio is analyzed to obtain the phoneme and its alignment then mapped to visemes to be organized with time aligned. The time between the phoneme and visemes is important for the end result because if there's anything lacking, the animation will have an unexpected visual effect appearance. Actually, a good timetable is not sufficient for a real-time talking animation. Thus, the diphones and triphones techniques have been proposed to solve this problem using large visual talking databases (Zhou et al., 2010) . The main advantage from the automatic systems is making the visual talk faster and there is more accuracy that comes from not needing the individual phonemes to be identified as the continuous signal approaches. Actually, the problem of the subphonetic case is highly sensitive to the noise. However some works of this area have been done in other languages, such as (Akagunduz et al., 2004; Balci, 2004; Esposito and Esposito, 2011; López-Colino and Colás, 2012; Gonseth et al., 2013) .
The challenging task in virtual talking animation is the selection of the visemes synchronized with the audio and the modelling of articulation. López-Colino and Colás (2012) and Serra et al. (2012) introduced a system to create a modular virtual talking animation framework. The contribution of this study involves a new concept in virtual talking animation called ProPhon. Prophon is a canonical set of visemes for the pairwise phoneme reduced by the original phoneme set, used to minimize the number of pose of 3D face model. Phoneme to viseme mapping: Phoneme is the smallest unit of the speech that can contrast the utterances. In a phonetic speech, combining phonemes, rather than the actual letters, creates words. For example, in the word "foot", the "oo" sound would be represented by the "UH" phoneme. The phonetic spelling of the word would be "F-UH-T". When the phonemes are spoken, the mouth changes shape to form the phonemes that are heard, not specifically the words that are spoken. The words "bye" and "pie" have different meaning and are pronounced as (bai, pai) respectively. They are two distinct phonemes in these words. Visemes is the visual phoneme that describes the facial and the pose during the articulation. Visemes in facial animation has a relation on "one to many" with the phonemes. This section describes the phoneme to the Viseme mapping of the 35 phoneme set to 15 classes using Prophone method, that reduced the visemes of the phonemes depending on the probability of appearing the phoneme in English language, as shown in Table 1 , depending on the place and manner or articulation and Table 2 show the Prophone. These classes are divided depending on the classification of the vowels (back, close front, close central, close mid front open mid...) with present to the neutral stance, or silence. The visemes created by a digital artist, who has a good experience based on the articulatory movements when pronouncing the phoneme alone and pronouncing in the context of the sentence.
Real-time talking system description: A virtual
Talking character to synchronize the facial movements with an audio of utterance becomes impractical if the length of this utterance increases. The proposed system handles the utterances of different lengths automatically based on a new method for visual talking animation. Figure 1 show the data process. The input to the system is a text/audio file. The proposed system generates a sequence of animations that are associated with the developed visemes set of phoneme. Therefore, instead of having animators create animations from scratch the Prophone is represented as a set of animation using a canonical set of face poses. This not only simplifies the task for animators but also allows being portable to different animated characters in the future. Prophone can be applied on that character to generate high quality lip syncing animations. The method constructs facial movements by combining several static face poses over time to produce set of Prophone animations. Visemes are the visual counterpart of speech animation generation. The morph targets are modelled for a set of phonemes in such a way that the agent acquires proper lip synchronization with the audio. Generally, there are 15 phonemes used by TTS for generating the audio, which are selected from the 40 phoneme in English language. Therefore, the subsequent morph targets for our 3D model are created for all the phonemes as summarized in Table 2 Forty English phonemes mapped to our common set of th column list the frequency of common phoneme set generated from TTS engine on a corpus of approximately 200 utterances. Accurate selection of phoneme and visems together with their mapping and alignment play paramount role in the animation. A brief description on these issues is emphasized below.
As aforementioned, the goal of this system is to construct a set of animations that are associated with the co-articulation. In this regard, a new technique called "ProPhone" is suggested for choosing phoneme pairs as a canonical unit of animation because they allow the effects of co-articulation effects that are not possible by associating animation with individual phonemes. In articulation science, there are two terms named Diphones and Triphones. Diphones are commonly used during machine learning techniques, which represent timings between the middle of one phoneme and the next. Moreover, an animation of a Prophone is intuitive whereas diphone is non-intuitive representation.
The visual talking animation processes begin with the neutral pose with the 3D visemes and the utterances that are given to be talked. The utterance is the direct input to the visual talking system. Figure 2 illustrates the conceptual architecture of the proposed system. A data-driven approach to visual talking synthesis requires a database of audio-visual recordings of a talking face that captures the different phonetic combinations in the language being used. The data needs to be processed both in the audio and visual domains in order to obtain a representation that is suitable for use with Machine Learning algorithms. We begin by the audio aligned with speech using Microsoft SAPI (NET Framework Conceptual Overview, 2012) . The data corpora used in this system are then presented, followed by details of visual and audio processing.
The proposed system consists from two main components: first one the interface to the virtual character animation engine with the user. And the second one the processing of talking, that analyses the utterance and generate the data that drives the animation. The proposed system is a clear distinction between the talk processes of the input utterance and the animation of the virtual character. Through the adaptation of our system, it has integrated different animation engines.
The interface animation engine component:
The animation engine explores the input data then it is translated into the final animation by the rendering engine. The proposed system, which uses Xface, 3D modeling, is an open source project (Balci, 2004) . A virtual character, which was created in Xface, changed the neutral pose to create the visemes that are then combined based on the utterance given by the talking process component.
Talking processing component:
This component deals with the creation of the animation. The input data (text, audio, or both) to the system will drive the virtual character animation. The processing of the Phrase processing obtains the phonetic linguistic of the input utterance. Our system uses Microsoft Speech API (SAPI 5.4) Microsoft SAPI (NET Framework Conceptual Overview, 2012) together with the phonetic lexicon developed at Microsoft. The Phoneme Force Alignment module handled the synchronization of the visemes and the audio data with guarantees so that talking is matched correctly with the lips motions. The visualization of the character is very important because the animated utterances become incomprehensible, if it not correct. Our system used Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and text to speech synthesis (TTS) that are commonly used for synchronization. The speech synthesis module is used when the input data is text. With ASR, we can obtain the time aligned phonetic linguistic. ASR aligns a speech signal with the phonemes in the utterance. The time duration of the phoneme in the utterance should be the same as the duration of the audio signal. The visual selection module is responsible for choosing the viseme blend shape by the phoneme-to-viseme mapping. Our system maps the phoneme to the corresponding visemes. The viseme were created directly observing the mouth movements of a person speaking each phoneme independently.
Implementation and evaluation:
The proposed system is evaluated by a preliminary subjective user evaluation to analyze the effects of the new mapping of phonemeto-viseme. The next section illustrates the experimental evaluation and its result.
Experiment:
The evaluation was executed using 40 persons (between 20 and 65 years old) at a multimedia systems lab at Universiti Technologi Malaysia (UTM). All of them did not have any problem in the vision or hearing, but three of them had expertise in this area. The evaluation of the proposed system was carried out using three sentences presented: S1 : Communication is important to convey the ideas S2 : Messi plays football with Renaldo S3 : The man does not see ships in the sea Each sentence was animated using the phoneme-toviseme mapping in below section. The animations of the virtual character were shown twice to the persons who then filled out a questionnaire. Conforming to the mapping, the persons had to select one of the following alternatives for each sentence: A1 : Strongly the animation is clear A2 : A bit the animation is clear A3 : Neutral
In the present work, a facial model is designed especially for animating talk. The animation of talking requires highly deformable lips, tongue, chin because mouth conveys important information about the meaningful communication signal. A facial model is desired to represent the precise geometric aspects of any human face.
The experimental analysis and results are divided in two sections. The first one is dedicated to the quantitative analysis that is carried with the proposed system associated with some of the most popular Virtual Human Character such as Xface (Balci, 2004) .
RESULTS
The articulation of a phoneme determines the degree of emphasis received by the visual phoneme together with the duration. The first stage in the present system is the input of neutral audio or text that created speech. This section explains the examples of audio modifications with stuttered speech. Figure 3 depicts the waveform, corresponding phonemes and words for the sentence "when you are happy..." that is spoken neutrally using Praat software (Boersma and Weenink, 2001) . Figure 4 presents the signal of audio waveform and the corresponding speech segments of the same sentence. Figure 5 illustrates the English visual phoneme articulation with normal expression for the sentence "the natural beauty", with frontal side.
The comparison of the preferences for the sentences during the experiment is shown in Fig. 6 .
In Fig. 3 , we can see the persons slightly preferred the decreasing in mapping for S1 and S3 but strongly to S2. Our system particularly is favored more than Xface under this mapping. We can deduce that the differences of visemes classes had little importance for the quality of S1 and S3, but had a positive effect on the quality of S2. That means some sentences have a small animation effect without changing on the quality. Actually, most of the preferences are focused on the more neutral alternatives A2 and A3 greatest in case of S1 (1.3), S2 (2.40) and S3 (2), respectively. This preference shows that the different mapping does influence on the quality of talking animation as expected and is used by another researcher (Serra et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2013) .
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Visual talking system is a challenging system that creates 3D character based on text or audio or both input to obtain a virtual character like a human's facial movements. This study presents a modular of a virtual talking character system aimed to speeding and easing the visual talking process as compared to the previous techniques. However, speech synthesis systems are focused on translating written text into audible speech with the primary goal to achieve speech-to-speech technology. The voice recognition text-to-audio with speech and translation technologies is integrated to create a pragmatic virtual human character. It is asserted that with speech-to-speech in real time, two human talking in languages can understand each other. A realistic talking system is established by synchronize the lips motions with the phonemes.
The contribution of this study is to create a realtime system has the capability of generating a visual talking of the English language with more realism. The evaluation experiments show that the quality of the animation is still an inconclusive change, according on the articulation the sentence. In the near future we intend to improve the reality of this system and finding a solution to the articulation problem. We strongly intend to improve this system by adding the emotional facial expression to it, which gives makes it more real just like a human's facial expressions.
